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Ruth McCullough

Hank flicked the ashes from the end of his cigar
ette and said, "I don’t see why you don’t sell that Alice
horse for coyote bait, ’./hat you got her hangin’ around for?”
"Oh-h, sentimental attachments, mebbe,” Jack
answered vaguely.

’’Well, it’d be diffrunt if she looked like she’d
been anathin’ when she was young," Hank ssid, "but she
don’t look like she ever was much to me."

Jack chuckled. "She wasn’t", he said.
"Well, what the hell--." Hank beefed.

Jack tossed his cigarette butt away and pulled
out the little grey Bull Durham sack from his shirt pocket
for another.smoke. ”1 just keen her around to help remind
me how deceitful women are.” he said slowly, tapping
tobacco into the paper which he held between two fingers.
q^.^OW’ a nan
forty-five ain’t out of the marrying age
"Well—,’’ Hank ventured after a minute as Jack
said nothing. "I suppose ya named her after some girl.”
.
"Nope,,
said. ”1 guess
her face, ’/hen
they look awful

she was Alice before I ever saw her." Jack
they named her that for the sweet look on
they’re close between the eyes like that
sweet but they’re awful dumb.”

”1 still don’t git why ya got a no good piece
of horseflesh like that hangin around for.” Hank said down
into his chest.

Jack turned and looked at shaggy, bony Alice,
ohe was awfully close between the eyes.
.
"Y’see,” he explained, "it was up at the Merton
Ranch up in.Swan River, I was wranglin’ there that year.
Leme see, it was about fifteen years ago. Alice was a
year
then. There was a guy named Wesley foreman
there. They had a few dudes stickin’ around there summer
times and Wesley started kinda likin’ one of the girls.
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One night we wts all down at the dance hall and this girl
of his bein’ kinde cute, I danced about six in a row with
her. After that, she hung aroun’ me some. But I didn’t
went to be attached to no damn dude, so I just kinda faded.

•‘Seems Wesley hac* taken quite a likin’ to this
kid, (she was only about seventeen), and big brother like,
he didn’t like seein’ her get her heart broke. .He says to
the cook that he hoped someday some girl would lead jack
on and throw him over an’ see how he liked it. Naturally
that aggravated me more than a little, so I takes her out
again.

’’The boss had just bought ten onbroke horses, tho,
and cnrtime there was ten new horses on the place, 1 wrsnft
thinkin* much about women. So first day or so I went down
to the corral and first horse I come to I put a, halter on-a bry mare with a sweet expression on her f? ce--well, Alice
here. They said she was broke, but I’d no more’n flopped
my saddle on her back, when, Judas’ if you’d a’seen that
beauty buck1 You could see sky between her belly and the
top of the c-orrel fence every jump for five minutes. I
manuevored her into the chute and closed the gate. Well,
I
s standin’ there on the fence tc Ikin’ to her in kinduva steady low tone to quiet her down, but meanwhile, I
wasn’t wastin’ words telling her what I thought. I celled
th* t pelter everything from a sonuvabitch on up--end down
too. That’s one thing about a horse--if you get mud at it,
you don’t have to bottle it all up inside you. You can
cell it anathin* you like and if you say it in a gently
tone, he’ll think you’re mrkin’ love.
’’Well, I'd been standing on the fence bars puttin’
Alice’s neck and cussin* her for awhile, when I hefrs a
noise and looks up to see this girl sittin’ on the fence,
about twenty feet away, kindr quiet like she’d been sittin’
there quite sotte time.

here.

”1 st ys, ’You went? whistle when you come rrourd
You may hear something you shouldn’t.*

”*O,* she says, *1 like to hear you t* lk gentle
like that. Do you mind if I come over there?*
”1 says no, I didn’t, so she come over. I didn’t
know quite whrt to say now. I couldn’t say the things I
wanted to in front of a girl fnd ana how she’d broken in on
my stcte of mind. Alice’s err wi s stickin* up there, turn
ed just e. little, you know, kindr hostile like, so I took
it between my teeth.

’’This girl srys, ’Don’t do th't.*
"I s?ys, *Why not?

She tried to bite me, didn’t

she? ’

"She s--id it was onsrnitrry.

I thought, nuts, if
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she wrs goin’ to stick £ round there, I might c.s well go
up to the bunkhouse. A fell:; couldn’t do nothin* without
its bein* onsmitrny or somethin’, so I hruls off the sad
dle rn* quit for the dry.

’’After thrt, she started hrngin’ r.round the sad
dle shed some md lookin’ st me md smilin’ thrt wry.
’’One d"y I wrs in town end ‘'pnened to o"ss c. jew
elry window* 'nd srw some purty weddin* rings in there. I
got to figurin’ raebbe I might use one some d'y so I went
in end bought one.”

f';ck pulled out his Bull Durh'm s ck sgrin md
rolled mother cigarette. He lmghed now, remembering.
’’Well, sir,” he continued, 'ft er he h'd lighted
up, ’’soon > fter thrt, I took some dudes into the hills on
- prek trip. Cornin’ out, I wrs le-din* the n* ck string, ,
• nd wry up in the hills I met this girl cornin’ "uo the
trril. I still hrd this weddin’ ring in my left shirt
Docket tryin’ to get up some nerve.

’’She s ys, ’Hello’ kind' friendly like, frnd I
srys, ’Cm you get th't berst out of the trcil for -bout
c minute?’
’’She s*id she wasn’t goin’ my farther ' nd turned
"round. This ' nimr 1 she w< s ridin’ threw its he-"d kind"
defimt like while she w s turnin’ ‘him "round ■ nd it wrs
then I noticed she wos ridin’ Alice.
’’’You better get off thrt berut before she throws
you clem down thrt cmyon, ’ I srys.

”’Do you think I w»Iked up here?’ she srys.

”*Th't doesn*t mem you’ll get home ’ g'in without
bein’ throwed* I s ys bf ck rt her.

”1 figured if you couldn’t hmdle your women rough
you couldn’t hmdle ’em rt rll, so I got down ■ nd w'Iked
over to her md srys, ’Got off or I’ll ymk y' of f I »
"She stuck her chin up in the r ir • second ■ nd
then smiled kind" cute m’ srys, ’Anything you s'y, J'ck.’

"I helped her down r s gently c.s I knew how. As
soon is I hid ch nged the srddles I took r deep bre th nd
climbed on Alice. She let me get on this time but she cogit ted for rbout two second md then tore loose. I gr' bbed
lor the horn but didn’t mrke it, md on rbout the second
jump I left.
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"I was more embarcssed than I was hurt end
even more so when I stood up and saw this girl trying
to keep from laughing.
"•She didn’t try any-of that with you, did
she?’ I asks her.
’”tn-hum»', she says, innocent like.

"I asked, ’What’d ya do?’ and she says, *l
called him a sonuvabitch like you did the other day.’
’’’That’s the most expressive word in the Eng
lish language,’ I says.

’’And then it struck me that I’d been made a
fool of. Here she stood with the little muscles at the
comers of her mouth twit chin*’like she was bustin’ to
laugh, so I exploded.
’’’What’s so damn funny?’ I says.
you tell me you could ride a bronc?’

’Why'didn’t

’’’You didn’t ask me,’ she says with that same
innocent look.
’’’Get on my-horse and start down the trail,’
1 orders her end she says, ’Stupid, you can’t put Alice
in the pack string and you can’t ride her. Put my sad
dle back on her and I’ll take her home.’

”We didn’t say much goin’ home, you can bet.
I just kep’ thinkin’ and thinkin*.

’’That night I see her end Wes sittin* on the
fence talkin’ and laughin’ to beat the devil so I
saunters over to see what the big joke was. Soon’s I
got there they stopped laughin’.
.. .
"’Yeh,*1 I s8ys, ’it’s turrible funny, ain’t
it. She rode ner and I got throwed. Turrible funny,*
I says, sarcastic like.

. ,_
’’’That wasn’t what we was laughin’ at ’spec
ially,* v;.3s says.

”’Yeth,* I says, ’I sdoso whatever it was
stopped bein’ funny soon’s I got here. ’
’’’Nope,* he says, ’it didn’t, and I guess you
know sooner or later so if ya wants know now, I
can tell you—but remember you asked for it.*

’’Don’t bother,’ I says and left.
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Leter that night they was sittin’ together on
the porcn laughin’ and talkin’. I know it was eavesdroppin’ but I just hadda know what was so dad blame
to the screen door through the livln room. I didn’t stay very long before I found out
what I wanted.
jt

Aes says, ’Goldwin didn’t tell me exactly
when jack this ring but soon’s he gets over bein’ mad
about Alice’s throwin* him, he’ll probly be offerin’
you he If his bunk,for the rest of your life, t hate to
lost a bet but it’s worth ;1O to see him get throwed on
his ear by a girl as well as a horse. • This girl laugh
ed that way she had. so I slipped out through the back
Jack indicated the horse coming toward them.
no +nAHCe ^ere” he said-, "kinde reminds me of this
+to the sweet look on her face, but, y’know, one
way that women and horses are diffrunt is that when worndumb’:'S C10Se betweon the eyes llke th*t> they’re nSt so

Hank contemplated a minute,
got that weddin* ring?” he asked.

I sold it.’’

"Have you still

jack renlicd.

Hank was silent for another m inute
got even.with this Wes?” he asked then
n t a-fi.lt guilty a-shottin’ him."

"Did you
"I would-

♦ »,5CKPf^e? Alice’s scrawny nock. "He got
worse poor cu***’ he chucRled> "he bought the weddin’
ring, t
.1 •

TWO CINQUAIN3
Colors
Stain the drab.bleak
Lives of men and mice and
Leave instead of gray, the dawn:
Foresight.
Dawn kissed
The world slumbers
Quite unaware that day
Gives rhapsody to all who come:
Allure

—E. Thornton
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On a peaceful Saturday afternoon with nothing
in sight but a lot of study at which I was making a
half-hearted attempt, the telephone rang; someone
wanted a girl to take care of her children for a few
hours. A few cents is always welcome; I agreed to go»
I found the house easily enough. Tacked near the door
bell was a scrap of paper, much the worse for wear,
informing anyone whom it might concern that ’’The bell
is out of order.” I knocked.
I had heard from one of the other kids about
the condition of the house, and a first quick glance
when the door was onened verified the resort, Every
thing from a huge cair of men’s overshoes, brand new,
to children’s stockings camouflaged the floor. I moved
across the room, watching every sten to be sure I didn’t
tread on something like the very dirty bunny or take a
nose-dive over the footstool, which, in the center of
the room, vied for attention with a piano bench. The
davenport seemed the safest "joint at which to come to
a stop for the time being, as one chair was occupied
by a man who looked at me as if he suspected the zoo
keener of taking a vacation and leaving no one in charge;
the other chair had a leather jacket on it. So, on to
the davenoort. If one were to meet it in the dark, he
could annreciate the imnression the blind men had on
accroaching the elenhant. The cushions on that niece
of furniture might have been three batches of bread
dough set aside to raise, or a tocogranhical section of
the Rocky Mountains in miniature. Sitting a noak,
in reality, a cushion sadly bloated by the worn scrings,
was comfortable enough, but sliding down into one of
the intervening aalleys was ever so much better.

My first imnression of the children was the one
ray of light in the jumble.

I was given a vague idea, very vague as comnared with some of the orders I have received from
mamas, of what was excected of me, and, finally a
parting shot that might very effectively be used on
Hitler, ’’’Jill you straighten un around here? No sweeping or mooning. Just make the beds and tidy un a little.”
That was an outline of a good afternoon’s work.
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The kids continued to be the ray of light.
Cute little duffers. A five year old girl with red
hair and a sprinkling of freckles across her nose and
cheeks that would delight any lover of freckle-faced
kidlets, and a boy of three, a lovable little fellow,
make up the youngest generation of the family.

Considering the appearance of the living room,
I still wasn’t prepared for the further revelations
of the bedrooms. There were no sheets on any of the
beds. The remnant of a linen tablecloth served on
Sonny’s bed, and a table pad pinch-hitted for the bed
pad. And the smell--well—. Sis’s bed had nothing
covering the mattress, unless the blankets served the
purpose. A pretty little navy blue dress with white
lace on the neck and sleeves came to light in the wild
tangle of blankets and .uilts. The amount of dust and
bits of this and that under the bed makes it doubtful
whether the room had been cleaned for the oast two
weeks. In a corner, a poor old doll with her eyes
knocked in and part of one side of her face gone con
fided her troubles to an old pair of brown suede snikeheeled slippers. A oair of men’s woolen socks listened
in on the exchange of confidences.
Forward! March!
on to the master’s
bedroom!. And what
a mess., I haven’t
seen many buds
masquerading as
clothes closets,
but this one could
have won the grand
prize for the best
disguise. Inter
twined among the
covers wore two
house dresses, a
woolen skirt, ap
parently part of
a woman’s suit, a
light orange swea
ter, and a black
silk bolero jacket. At the foot of the bed were a dozen
pairs of silk hose, a conservative estimate, in various
degrees of repair and disrepair, cleanliness and uncloanliness. On the other side of the bed, a pamphlet
on marriage hygiene hobnobbed with a goodly number of
’’True Stories,” ’’True Confessions,” and ’’True Romances,”
’Then I removed the hose and other clothes to the only
chair in the room, already ~>iled high, preparatory.to
making the bed, my eyes were drawn to a snot of bright
blue peeking from the bottom of the heap, Curiosity
was unner-nost, and I pulled out the beginning of an
afghan; and good work it was*
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Later in the afternoon Sis told me about going
to Sunday school, and saying prayers every night and not
toing to heaven if one uses swear words. And as she nut
it, ”My daddy swears, and ny mama, too. They don’t say
anything if I do, and I do when I get good and mad. I
say ’darn it.’ I never say the awful bad. words anymore.”
At the dinner table I reprimanded her for slopping her
soup. She looked at me and said, ”My mama doesn’t care,
why should you?”
It is very evident that the one hour of Sunday
school once a week isn’t going to be enough to offset
her family environment. She may grow up to be a fine
woman, but if there is truth in the environmental factor
of development, she has more possibilities than prob
abilities. But, perhaps we all have.

All in all, it’s quite an interesting business,
this taking care of children to help nay for an education.
I honestly enjoy it, and the knowledge I am gaining from
working for book learning is as valuable as the book
learning I’m working to nay for. It has given me a
broader view of the society in which we live, and re
sulted in a deencr consideration and significance of
’’Hone •’.

HERE

IS

SILENCE

Here is silence—

I drift in my boat on the lake;
No wind atirs—
The hills are etched against a rising moon
The spicy smell of pines hangs in heavy air

A bur»t of song—
A shout of laughter from the shore,

Is enclosed in stillness.

—Margaret Lovely
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PAST Kemp
P6G5GNT
FOW
Toole
"Sincerity is to speak as we think, to do as
we pretend and profess, to perform what we promise,
and really to be what we would seem and appear to
be" •
Tilloston
'I am not a pessimist, I am not an octimist.
Frankly, I don’t give a tin whistle. War bores me.
Economics fail to ruffle my spirit. Women excite
me in a rather vague sort of way. Sex amuses me, I
ask little of life: companionship and contentment,
a roof for shelter, food for my body. My faith in
the future is with my friends of today. I recognize
a God and entrust to him my fate. So weary of it all?
Not a bit. Tomorrow intrugues me. Tomorrow is destinyJ

Many people call me a hypocrite.
probably just like you.

I am

Look at yourself in reflection; You are of
normal mind with a slightly squat body, a bit bulbous
with reserve flesh. Your stomach pouches in retired
athletic manner. You look rather inane in a bathing
suit. You wear glasses that leave small pink
impressions on your nose. Leather shoes make your
feet perspire to odiferous extremes. Tennis sneakers
are your forte’. In the elementary grades you
suffered the adolescent plagues of measles, chicken
pox and mumps. Today your worries gyrate over money
and an appendeotomy (soon your fate). Crowds heckle
you. You prefer solitude.,.your study and a care
fully blended cigarette. You have been told in
various manners that life is a giant trap in which
people, like mice, are crushed for a bit of the cheese.
You expect to eat your fill of cheese
Your education is not immense. The rudiments
of some fundamental facts have been rubbed rather
roughly through your skull. You are, in a scientific
sense, a few steps above a moron; a few inches
below a genius. You are convinced the difference
is not great.
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Thinking over your school days you are startled
by your prolific ignorance. Chemically, HpO is water.
Physics is a word identified with Cascara and Epsom
Salts. You do take casual pride, however, in a past
ability to literally strangle Latin Textbook Number
Three, You can yet subdue Cicero with a groping trans
lation, ’’quo usque tandem abutere....O temuus....O mores’.’.
We won’t go into detail.

A number of years ago you went to work. The
novelty of feeding your mouth wore off in a week. There
was undoubtedly a woman in your office, a fiery, black
haired Amazon. You discovered her ’’methode’1’amour”
hardly subtle. It peered into your soul. It was flagrant.
Then only the thought.that you were Phidias Smith of the
’’Hobbsville Phidias Smiths” kept you from dropping your
limbs carelessly into the river.
You are getting older now. Every day puts
another creak in your back, another twinge in your
muscles. Life for you has been full, rich and invigor
ating, You wouldn’t part with a second of it. And now
that it is almost over, you look back on it and wonder.....

Of course you fell in love. The first time it
was a girl from the wrong side of the tracks. You
admired her greatly. You wanted her—desperately. There
were parties and dances, picnics and long walks in the
evening. Remember?
....She laughed and it was low and sweet. You
were a poet who dreamed into her eyes. ”0n diamond
sheath the sword of night reflects in gold, pale rose
and white three words, I love you”. You were very young
and she was very beautiful. Or is that the right word,
beautiful?
The wind blew a warm breeze through her
hair. There was perfume hazy in the moonlight.».For two
heavenly years you were in a moonstruck daze.
Then
came the storm. A two legged one with a snappy roadster
and a voice smooth as custard pudding. He stole her
away in a twinkling. You were crushed, despondent and
morbid as Gloomy Sunday. At that moment you decided to
become a man’s man. You were devil-may-care. You loved
like Othario. There was method in your madness. You
might ”libel-well” have been called a cad. The pace was
terrific. At last you gave it up and threw yourself
into your work. You knew all the latest news and belong
ed to a handful of civic clubs.
The older women thought
you a mental marvel. You tried to avoid their husbands.
You thought and lived the march of humanity. You hated
the guts of labor and respected it at the same time.
You loathed capitalism but liked to drink with men of
means, A conservative liberal of outspoken committments,
your passion was to meet Norman Thomas,
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Time stole by with amazing agility and you began
to think of children, your children and your wife. Always
a little boy, you had to be taught give-and-take in
matters of heart. You had to learn from experience.........
from blows of despair that marriage is a partnership.
But you were a good student and she was a powerful teacher.
Those years were blissfully happy. Your memories are
constant, imnerishable. Somehow she reminds you of a
hymn, now that she is no longer with you, and you have
learned to pray.
Towards the end you went to the city.

Wandering leisurely you came to a rusty neighbor
hood, It was evening and men sat and relaxed on sagging
doorsteps and cellarways smoking black pipes, their part
of the world’s work done for the day. They were non
chalant , at ease, throwing a casual work to the fat and
confident women who stood in their doorways.
There was an old oysterman cracking shells at
a stand in the street. Old fellows drowsed lazily or
hobbled about,
(You thought of their past) White and
negro children skipped rone in your path.
(You thought
of their future). Life went on with amused tolerance.
You sat on a park bench and fancied you were
in a drawing room of many years ago listening to a
slender girl playing Chopin, under soft lights. In
silence your thoughts talked of books and paintings, of
things you had admired and understood. But, after all,
you were sitting on a park bench and no one would ever
know,

(LIFE WAS CHEAP)

Three brokers, a salesman and two lawyers were
buying imitation champagne for six pretty girls in a
select night club. A Methodist minister was preaching
the perils of pleasure to a congregation of people
packed with suppressed desires. The symphony orchestra
was playing Brahms to a hundred thousand hushed souls.
Down by the railroad tracks heavy engines wheezed and
belched clouds of smoke and grit over the shacks. A red
eyed pervert lingered fearfully in the shadows. Three
little girls in a private school whispered together try
ing to make sure where babies come from.
(LIFE WAS STRANGE)

In the smallest room of a four-room flat under
yellow gaslight, a highschool boy was neglecting his
algebra to write poetry.
A policeman pounding his beat was whistling
"Danny Boy". Alone on a park bench in a strange city
you were cold, tired and lonely, Your thoughts stirred
uneasily. Philosophy ran riot. A thousand impulses
tingled the ganglia in your nerve centers. Your brain
responded as you suun the fabric of imagination.
Shuttle,..zing...shuttle...zing.
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(WHY DO WE LIVE)

The viewpoint is debatable. Did we arise from
the muck and protoplasmic goo of a curdling mass of fiery
earth? Did we just happen like ’’Topsy”? The speculation
is interesting. Are we pulsating globs of wiggling
corpuscles propogating yearly? It is rather dishearten
ing to kiss the girl you love while your brain is mould
ing her into little pieces; dissecting her with formal
dehyde and scalpel. Perhaps we live for the divine
purpose of specializing a specie. Biology illustrates
the theory of existence in ten words: It is; It is
dominant: It specializes: It is extinct,
( Cheery
thought for breakfast, isn’t it?)

(WHY DO WE WORK)

If I had anything to do with it, I should boil
all authors of childron’s stories in the hottest hot oil,
I would watch them turn brown and crisp with a satisfaction
thut comes only of savage glee. For, monstrous as it
may seem, these literary lice are the perpetrators of all
our physical and mental horrors. With sly cunning, they
so misconceive the Webster derivation of ’’existing”,
that the infant babe toddles from his cradle incensed
with the desire for work, a word he spends the rest of
his life trying to forget. We are told that work is a
sacred duty. Lie,’ We are told that work is a creative
outlet for dormant and recessive desire. False J Perhaps
for the stenographer but never for the bank clerk. We
are lastly told that we must work to survive. Rot,’ No
one living asked to be born,
(WHAT DOES LIFE GIVE US)

You and I would both rather ignore that question
but we live and must therefore ask some things of life.
Skipping all the poetic sentiment of the birds and bees,
flowers and trees, life is rather bountiful with her
gifts. She gives us all the tools of survival. We have
friends for relaxation and assistance. We have husbands
and wives for greater personal satisfaction. We have
love which needs no explanation. We have duty which is
rather Elizabethan, We have hope and faith which are
eternal. We have laughter for zest; sorrow for tears
of courage. We have a million billion wonders to dis
cover, Life gives each and every one of us a world of
human riches and her checks don’t come back.
(WHY MUST WE DIE)

Throughout our life we never discover complete
happiness. A few come close to it. Most of us miss it
by miles, T./hen at last we realize an end to our breath
ing, sleeping, eating, loving—something sparks a flame
of consciousness in our minds. We know ’’why” we have lived.
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We see ”what we have done. When that time comes
our earthly purpose is over. A job done always merits
a vacation.
Shuttle...zing...shuttle,..zing.

For hours I had been sitting alone on the park
bench in a strange city. At last it was quiet.
The
stars gave no hint of the tragedy...the ecstacy played
out before their distant eyes, their imperturbable gaze.
Deep night had come with its quieting hand to the bosom
of the city as it had come to ten thousand cities, as it
moved across the prairie and over the sea leaving every
one at last alone with his own thoughts,
(L’ENVOI)

A white cross was sterile and smooth against
wet green grass. There was silent echoing of bells and
things forgotten.
The wind was alone. He closed his
eyes and swung up the ladder of starlight..on silver wings.

FOUR CINQUAINS
In the
Ererald depths
Of a dreaming pool
Forest guarded—I find
Peace
Black
Against dim
Morning, the pines
Murmur to the winds
Prayers
Hush—
Tread softly
In this place
All things are worshiping;
Hush

Even
The restless
Lake is hushed
When night folds her robe
To go.
—Margaret Lovely
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George H. Luening
Being asked what I like or don’t like about the
present day collegiate set-up, finds me in the position
of those who speak without authority but with strong
conviction. As convictions arc not always truths, some
apologies should be made for the apparently rash state
ments, with the hope th€t they can be generalized and the
better points picked out.
I don’t like the formality of the college as I
know it as a student. And that is a statement that needs
qualification. By the formality of the college I don’t
mean anything stiff or stilted; and while I may mean
the stereotyped aspect, I don’t use informality as*a re
buttal.

The average college as the average student knows,
is systematized to a near point of perfection. The student
knows what he is going to take, when, and how much. He
knows his professors by one of several adjectives. He
realized thet a grade is not always come by honestly. In
short, he has the stereotyped aspect memorized. He real
izes that many of the shortcomings of the particular system
which he studies and also realizes his inability to
correct them. He sees the futility of certain subjects
he is required to take; perhaps beefs about the unfairness
of grades--is helpless, sighs, sits back and watches the
mill grind on.

All this may be the stereotyped aspect which I
mentioned. But it still isn’t my meaning. Any institu
tion is pretty bound to become homogenetic. To scratch
that veneer is what I want to do. To lift up the flap of
the tent and try to sec the main show from a different
angle.
Examine for a minute the pseudomorphic appear
ance of the college degree. Take journalism. A student
enrolls to learn to write for popular publications with a
degree in journalism on the side, end for two years he is
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shunted back and forth from class to class, learning a
bit of biology, a bit of art, a bit of music, history,
psychology--never learning enough about any one of the
subjects to speak intelligently about it and not even
seeing a typewriter. ’/That can he do-—the curriculum is
there, follow it and graduate, or deviate one credit
hour and remain all your life. He can’t come to college
to learn journalism and writing—to be eligible for a
degree he must take four years of what the college sees
fit to throw at him. zvhich doesn’t seem right. It seems
to me that the student comes to college to learn whet ho
wants to learn and not what the college wants to teachTim.
Another aspect of the formality which I inentionedthe lecture system and professors. The student goes to
a required lecture course, sits with hundreds of others
through an hour of talking by one man, gets nothing out
of it so decides to go to a ”quizz:’ class. ITe finds this
class so full of people that his instructor is forced to
resort to another lecture to take up the time, My point
is this: while the students, through sheer force of
numbers (and perhaps the professor) may get nothing out
of the lecture course, they can still get their grade,
pass and apply the credit toward a degree. The man who
is supposedly teaching them the rudiments of the course
doesn’t recognize them on the street; has to read his
roll cards to determine whether they have come to class
or not (and in turn is known to his students by one of
several adjectives).
This goes oh for four years. If at the end of
that time the higher-ups feel that young so and so has
listened to enough of these professors, attended class
regularly enough to answer their simple test of his merit,
he is given a diploma and sent upon his way.
That is what I mean by the formality of the
college, it work's much the same as the formality of Mrs.
moneybags banquets--you pick up the wrong fork and you
are ostracized. Pick up the wrong course and you are
barred^ from graduation. You have no lee-way in which to
act. ihc rules arc there and you either abide by them
or go your way.

.
?ne
suggest Oxford with its tutorial system,
informality, freedom and limited enrollment as a remedy,
out immediately the cry of ’’cost” goes up. Naturally it
cost something for the tutorial system, but there is no
price tag attached to the freedom and selectivity which is
granted an Oxford student. This nhase of Oxford is grad
ually gaining ground in this country amonz the more
progressive universities.
Y-et is you discard Oxford entirely, there is still
thB groundwork of e better system already laid tn this
country. And educators will have to start from the ground.
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They will have to make people realize that education and
politics are two unrelated subjects. They must furnish
a plan whereby the state educational institutions are
not dependent upon the whim and fancy of legislators for
their financial existence. They must make parents
realize that every high-school graduate does not necessar
ily have the qualifications of a college student. They
must limit the enrollment of the colleges in order to
pro rate the members of the faculty. And certainly they
must ellov; the student more freedom to choose what he
wants to include in his college education.

FOUR C IN QU AIN S
I.

Our youth
We gave to them
’./ho came and took from us
Our lives, our laughter sweet;
Our loves.

II. Oh, night
Becalms my soul,
But even night is just
Sweet background for the light of thee
Dear heart.
III.

They call
Me passionless,
But, oh, I know the great,
The burning heat, thu cold sweet will
Of earth.

IV. Limits
Bind me not at
All, because I hold
These things within my soul;
Heaven.
—Enid Thornton
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Gcnovio ve Beaudctto
Hero wo werc--the samo old gang in the same old
topless jalopij and heading for our usual jamboree, which
always happened to bo the farthest roadhouse from suspect
ing parents and prying eyes. I was sitting in the back
seat as usual, but sober enough for a change to muse about
my companions.

Marge, my sweetie, was propped none too gently
on my lap, and every once in awhile her elbow jabbed me
in the eye but I took the mistreatment even if I didn’t
like it. In more serious moments, I used to wonder why
I liked this flippant, noisy, unattractive girl; tonight
I was delighted with her gay chatter and jibing hui.or,
Shu was a lot of fun on any beer bust and I secretxy en
vied her because she sure could hold the beer—kind of
expensive, y’know,,but worth it. Her outlook on life
was careless but practical and she was always ready to
go with me on any party. One night she even climbed
down a step-ladder which we had perched alongside her
house so her old man wouldn’t know she wa3 going out.
She was a good sport and well-liked, but just not the
kind of girl I’d want to marry.
Sitting, or I should say sprawled, on the
cushion by my side was "Fatty” Dolan; he got his nick
name because he was so doggone lanky, a handsome devil
though, and the girls all loved him. Jenny, his new
thrill, was desperately trying to be comfortable on a
small portion of the seat and having a hard time of it,
because one—hundredv-fifty pounds of flesh on a fivefoot, three-inch skeleton require a lot of spece. I could
tell that Fat was ahead of the rest of us on the beer-drink
ing because he was springing crude jokes one minute and
screeching the blues in a false baritone the next. Jenny
was doing her darndest—between opportune moments at snatch
ing more room—to appear interested and appreciative.

Mike, my huge shepherd and the pride and pal
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of our gang, was respectfully parked on my feet so as not
to shed his brown hairs on Marge’s new dress; his body was
warm through my pant-legs, but he weighed close to seventy
pounds and my feet from the knees down to my. toes were
sound asleep. The hound always came with us on our jaunts
as he did an expert job of protecting the car from the
theives which hung around the roadhouses we frequented.
In the front seat driving like hell—well, as fast
as a Model-T can go--and none too sober, was Anthony Mort
imer Van Dome, just plain Tony to us. He was a rich kid
with a crop of red hair which I could see when Marge moved
to the side and which always made me laugh ’cause it remind
ed me of a danger flag flopping in the wind. Unlike most
redheads, especially the women, he had no temper at all.
We knew he was rich and had plenty of money byt we never saw
any of it; he worked for my Uncle Pat so he could join with
us and "feel independent", as he was fond of saying.

The beautiful but dumb-looking blonde intimately close
to Tony, was Fanny Winters, another member of that "400"
crowd which we disliked but Fanny was a regular gal. Some
times she bubbled over with merriment and deviltry; other*times, she mooded and acted poutish and snobbish. I didn’t
like her very much, but Tony sure did. He told me they
were going to get married ’when he,graduated from college,
which would be in about six years.

This was all of our gang but this is enough. I sat
in the back seat and kept my eye on the loving couple in
front; I struggled with a mad desire to toss Marge into the
front seat where there was plenty or room and to give poor
Mike a vigorous tumble so ne would move and I could wake
up my numb limbs which I was sure were paralyzed by now,
but my fondness for him restrained me.

I was thinking so much about the kids that I
forgot I was on a party until Marge gave me a painful jab
in the ribs and F«t let out a roar for some beer. Uncohsciously, I knew I had missed something funny because they
were all laughing,—which probably was one of Marge’s dry
jokes poking fun at my stupidity, so I pretended I had heard
what was said and I laughed loudly with the rest of them,
feeling like a damn jackass.
Finally, we pulled up to the Red Rooster Inn,
a roadhouse of questionable repute but with the beer we
liked. In we went, the six of us making as much racket as
a hundred Indians on the warpath.

Schnozzala Dick tended bar there—we never did
know his real name; he was a big Austrian with a lafge red
nose that would put Durante in obscurity, but he. was a swell
buy and let us have full possession of the joint.,
about twenty beers in an hour and danced to the nickel phon
ograph. We would have gotten into a humdinger fight with
five drunks but the girls insisted we go outside and cool
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off, which we did unwillinglu. We went back in again and
got some more beer and danced. I was the best dancer of w
waltzes in our gang so I uanced them with all the girls and
the rest of the time sat and stared into my beer when the
fast numbers were played.
About three.in the morning, we decided to shove off
so/we all piled into ’’Lizzie.” Jenny was plenty
tight by this time so we had to practically carry her into
the car with the three of us boys using a lot of energy.
When'-we finally got started, we were all in the same posit
ion, Tony end Fanny in front (he was one-armed driving now,
the both of them murmuring sweet-nothing to each other—
how they could hear one another with the engine’s racket
and Jenny’s loud bellowing will always be a mystery to
me.)
Fet wss having his troubles with Jenny--she was
insisting she could sing better than him and he was proud
ly demonstrating his vocal abilities. I would have glad
ly stuffed cotton down both their throats if I had had
any and if I hadn’t been hugging Marge.

Then suddenly the whole bunch of us v.ere sing
ing, each in a different key which sounded beautiful to
us as we were pretty high by now. Mike, on my feet egain,
cocked one ear in surprise and disapproval, made a faint
effort to sing in a hoarse growl; but he wed thoroughly
sober so with one final deep-throated sigh, he rested his
weary heed on his paws end went to sleep.
After chugging twenty miles down the road, we
quieted down and gave into delightful mushing. The air
was warm even at the early hour and a cool breeze slapped
us energetically in the face. Even the engine sounded
subdues, making only feeble sputterings now and then. I
shifted my weight a little and was just on the verge of
kissing Marge when the shrill sound of a coo’s siren smote
my ecrs like a thunderclap. The other kids drew apart
hurriedly; Tony was all for blasting down the road as fast
as Lizzie could go and then turning off the highway when
ever he got a chance but Fat suggested we pull over to the
edge of the road and stop to see what was bothering the
cop, which we did.
We waited with our hearts hammering in our throats
end wondering what new mischief Lizzie had done to us. The
siren sounded much closer end we could see the headlight
on the patrolman’s car clearly now. He was sure kicking
up the miles; Marge said he was going so fast he could nev
er stop before he reached us. ?,e laughed faintly at her
Joke to cheer us up but secretly wished she was speaking
the truth. All of us were feverishly thinking up excuses
to give to the belligerent officer of the law, thinking so
hard in fact that it took us a full two minutes to realize
that the white streak that whizzed by us was the cop*
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By God! we sure took a coupla healthy gulps of
fresh air and then we started in jabbering about our luck.
Guess Marge was right.

But it didn’t take us long to get home that night;
usually, we stopped for beer in a joint down-town, but the
thirst for beer was wrung out of us. Everybody went home,
Marge first end then me, tired, happy and grateful for our
narrow escape.
’Twasn*t until the next morning th8t we saw the
headlines and found the truth about that cop. The mein
headline in the morning paper glared:
RED BOOSTER INN ROBBED THIS MORNING

And in the two-column news item I reed:
’■'J’hree unmasked and youthful bandits robbed the
Red Rooster Inn of $350.00 at 3:30 this morning. Dick
Matichovich, the proprietor, with the aid of loctl police,
scoured the highways in a vain search for the thieves.
Robert Glenn, highway patrolman, saw the youths heeding
for Anaconda in a 1038 Plymouth and took up the chase af
ter being notified of the robbery by Matichovich. At six
o’clock this morning, the youths, in full possession of
the loot, were found in the Silver Slipper (another of our
pet hangouts) and taken without trouble to police head
quarters . ”
3
Qjur gang met again that nightj we felt pretty
sick about; the whole thing because Dick was a good friend
of ours. The idea of getting beer and carousing had fled,
but when Marge said: ’’Well, whet’s keeping ya?1’, the de
sire for beer and fun was present, so in a few minutes, off
we were again in the jelopie--heading once more for the
highway of laughs--and more beer!

SECRET

I know a secret
The song of childhood
Within my heart weighs
As some lifeless thing of
Midnight murmurings.
Iron ghosts inside me
Whisper the horror of the fact.
No tears, just the constant
Raining on my soul of drops of
Madness and I shall scream
Listening.
T*.ut is why at seventeen I have
meloncholy eyes^
—Ann Clements
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Aline Mosby

,

It is a black, still night, moonless with
only the stars to light the sky. Through the stillne.ss, strangely there is felt an expectancy—as of
waiting for something, yet dreading its approach.
Off in the deep stillness is heard a drone, breaking
through the silence, yet blending with the black mys
tery of the night. The sound grows louder and louder
end seems to go higher and higher. Presently a dark
shadow is seen to rece over the horizon, just for an
instant, and then it is gone. Suddenly there appear,
among the stars a few seemingly med orbits racing
through the sky, escaping from their customary pos
itions. But it is just a man-made fantasy tipped
with earthly lights, vying with the stars for bril
liance.
It seems to argue its wsy across the black
sky as it plows through the thick stillness. Not
just a passing quarrel, but something endless and
Qged, flight against solidness--man-made against Godmade- -something fleeing egainst something everlasting.
The racing lights grow dimmer, dance madly
in the distance and soon disappear, leaving only an
echo to remind the sky of its med flight. Soon the
stardust settles down, and the planets resume their
lonely vigil, cushioned egainst the black velvet of
the night.

A plane hss passed.

GOD

He must have passed this way today,
The grass I saw was born anew;
The lacy cobwebs on the bushes
..ere touched with crystal dew--

He must have passed my way,
For within my heert, peace ley.
—Carmen Louise jaruss
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Donald Bradeen
Tonight, I speak of Art. I will speak of it
like Aristotle who knew little, and Santayana who knew
nore.
(Tolstoi speaks of it too, but he knows nothing).
Indeed, I find myself on a nearly equal basis with the
philosopher, for with all his aesthetic discussion, he *
can hardly miss further than he does the mark at which
he aims.. One could not be more fully aware than I of
the difficulties of explaining Art, for while it is one
of the most obvious things of one’s existence, to ex
plain it is as precarious as talking of red lights to
a blind man--and hoping for any sort of understanding on
his part. For like the red light Art can*'only be ap
preciated by the senses and to appeal mainly to reason,
as any discussion of this sort must, is to destroy al
most before one has created. I will avoid one thing
that has always annoyed me in various books on aesthetics
I have read, and that is the nouthed-over, sterile def
initions of Art, which usually by their very dogmatism
defeat their own purpose. Rather I will make of it a
living thing, for Art is as living as blood. And I
will not extract it from the human life of which it is
a cart and Place it on a pedestal, a dry old marble
pedestal, and, falling on my knees worship what is not—
for there is no Art that is not married with life.

If Art exists only with human life then it is
a human thing. This truth must destroy completely that
musty old illusion, which most Christians labor under,
that its divine origin is second only to that of the
soul. From a lot of rather hysterical dissertations on
the subject, one night almost be led to think that God
is listening when the Left End Methodist Choral Society
of Boston plays the Bach B Minor.

However, since Art is human, and the most char
acteristic thing about humans is 'their animalness, I
come to the conclusion that Art is as animal as passion—
and as perfect; and unless the soul is the manifestation
of the senses, Art has nothing to do with it.
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It seens characteristic of modern man (indeed
all men) to want to vaunt his little soul to the heavens,
and with all the madness of anguish to tear every last
vestige of humanity and sensual feeling from his body.
But Art is the realization of nan's senses, not his
reason, and is therefore the most sensual of experiences.
In man’s hectic search for his soul, perhaps it is best
that he does not find it, for then his sorrow would be
complete. I can see him now pawing it over in his tears—
that little piece of ray on which he had wasted his life.
His senses have long since flown from him, but after
all he still has his virginity and morality to keep. And
he can keep them too, because I don’t want them!
Old maids and philosophical gentlemen, with all
their muttering about nan’s soul and its expression,
will never know Art. Even were their viewpoint changed
they still would not know, for they are like mice, silly
little mice, that watch cats make love, and then run
screaming nicy gossip back to their holes where they
appear very shocked. They can’t understand why cats
love cats. Mice don’t love cats.
If art is both appreciated and created by our
animal senses, it follows that what producers feeling
is Art. But here the Philistines have us, for often
that which produces feeling is not discussed very freely
in Sunday school classes. Beaudelaire, who has written
some of the world’s most perfect poetry is not often
read, I think, at women’s clubs.

I dislike to compare one artist with another
for it yields one nothing, and yet I think it not im
possible to admire two such different men as Keats and
Beaudelaire. It is often the fate of Keats, and others
like him, to be made into a sterile puritan by various
critics who want to find sone message from the things
they read. They prefer the philosopher to the sen
sualist, Beethoven to Shubert, Michealangelo to Gior
gione. And of all things they want truth and certain
values they can worship. It is a stable, proper sort
of existence they want and the knowledge of human values,
they think, will assure them this. Santayana has asked
if values are things people value, or just think they
ought to value. The true wit of Santayana has seen
through this mess of human idealism again.
It seens that most men’s birthright is restraint,
and through their entire lives they gently frustrate,
themselves into a path as confining as a cell. Art is
the way out for genius, and it is the expression through
medium of natural things.
(Is anything more truthful
than a color, a sound, a line?) And in perfect art the
whole man is expressed, not only his mind, but every
Reeling and controlled lust of his body--thence come
masterpieces, Ine is more fully aware of the person
ality of Georgione through his ’’Dresden Venus1’ than by
means of any autobiography he might possibly have writ-
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ten, Delacroix is a human being for us because of his
paintings and not his Journal, And so it is with all—
sensitive effect is more positive than the artibtraryness of the human brain.
In some of Verdi or Shubert the sensual effects
of the rnusica are almost enough to make one sick with
feeling—like the hot breath of a first love (much I
know about first loves). Yet one cannot deny tho in
tellect either, for its nrescience is positive, especially
in some of the Decadents like Vilde who with almost
calculated effect produce results that are never less
than startling. To the ears, ’’The Ballad of Reading
Gaol” or the "Harlots House" are not as wonderful as
to the mind. However, in order to reach the mind, they
must go through the sense when, if they are not gaol,
they are rejected.

BLUE FOG

Fog, odd color of white,
Suppresses coming day
By obscuring light.
Fog, usually so cold,
Suddenly lives,
Awakens, and is bold.
Misty fingers turn blue,
Touch the damp leaves
And make diamonds of dew.

Fog, its gown soft and new,
Hails the fading stars,
And lets the sun break through.
—Carmen Louise jarussi
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Dave Bostwick
Always in the introduction of new ideas or
of old ideas in new guise there is a general oppos
ition, sometimes derived from fear, other times from
a stupid, blind superstition that what is known pre
cludes the possibility that yet more may be true and
potentially known. Thus a discouragingly large num
ber of well-intentioned folk of small imagination
and smaller courage have suggested to me that a mon
ograph on a subject well-explored end of daily prac
tice, 8s this one is, is not only a superfluous con
tribution to sagging shelves of superfluous contrib
utions but also an insult to Their Royal Nibs, Sense
and Instinct. In reply, Sirs: As an acknowledged
expert in the field, as a pres-i-digitator grown
calloused in the service of the prest-i-digitee, I
think you wander from the truth. I think youfre stup
id! And thus invidious criticism is ignored. There
are, most surely, even in these times of mathephobia,
many who retain a wholesome respect for a scholarly
work, who desire to be lifted from vulger dilettant
ism to the eclectic heights of the proved connoisseur.
This I shall attempt to effect, success being direct
ly proportional to the degree of perspicacity and
assiduity of the student.
The theory of prest-i-digitetion, or hand
holding, as the vulger are wont to call it, as an
art has little modern precedent. This might well be
exoected, for not only the origin of the art is
shrouded in the mist of prehistoric ages, but the
art knew its height centuries before recorded time.
I reckon that height to be about twenty two millenia
B. C., and its origin very shortly after Man learned
to blow his nose. In short, it rose into being as a
result of a new desire to communicate with fellow
Neanderthals, and in the fleeting aeons, developed,
along with Man, to be a most facile means of communi-
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cation, marvelous in its possibilities for lucid and
subtle nuances of meanings. Its decadence set in with
the acendency of that novus homo the vocable, until
today it is practiced basely and without the discrimin
ation and respect owing to a Fine Art. I might hazard
saying that the groundlings, in addition to their nessience of the existence of such an art, have absolutely
no concern for the delicacies of understanding possible
for the digital squeeze to convey, nor have they need
for such. The gross fumbling and paw mangling are quite
sufficient for such as them; no efforts need be made to
improve their lot.

It has been said that the theory of the antiquity
and aesthetic possibilities has little modern precedent.
As an art it had deteriorated to such an extent by the
advent of cypherable chronology that neither the Egyp
tians nor Hebrews make mention of it to my knowledge,
and the Phoenicians only in terms of derision. Sar
cophagus the Macedonian mentions briefly that his grand
father considered his, Sarcophagus’, courtship wishywashy by reason of the ineffectual squeezing. Loosely
translated: ’’There was no imagination, no tender com
munication between you. Bahl” I can find no other
mention of the art until Antony says, "His hand is cold—
thus Caesar tells me he is dead.” When in 1364 Mordecai Swensen exclaims, "By the pressure of her hand
she told me all", there is definite evidence that the
centuries since Antony had silently but effectively
eradicated the art from human hearts, for two lines later
(Philobuticulus M. S.) Mordecai admits that one squeeze
meant yes; and two, no. (She said no.) It is conclusive
that by his time pressure on the manual extremity could
convey only primitive and prearranged signals. The Art
was lost; and its history is told.
Now it is in order to present the theory and aims
of this pursuit in such a form that it may serve the stu
dent both as a work of theory and as a brief outline gi
suggestions and technique.
As before suggested we are interested in the
furtherance of intellectual and emotional intercourse.
Now as it happens, there are few or no subjects commonly
of interest between members of the same sex which ser
iously tax the powers of the conventional vocal inter
course. It would, therefore, seem unwise to attempt
to explain the part the present subject might play.in
such pari-sexual relations, leaving to us, by elimina
,
those matters universally of interest to pairs c° P
of members of opposite sex. Here a full play
mo-rp
and facilities may be displayed. But note that
that
fact of the heterogeneity of the pairs does no
,
s
the art was created for the betterment of sue
>
as might be reasoned from superficial observa
’ ,
present potentialities of use are purely coinci
and not to be confused with the final objectiv .
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ThprpfnT’Pi'i1^rUeaSUrei
a theoi*y is in its usefulness.’
Therefore let us apply ourselves to applications of
^tra\rinClpleS?n aS orderly a W a* possible.
First, the approach. It is rather improbable that a
maid will voluntarily surrender her hand, particularly
in strong light as of day. Night, then, might profitably
be awaited, preferably a night of soft, caressing breezes,
provocative of a receptive mood. A moon is often spoken
of as an indispensible adjunct, but that is absurd. Stars
serve nearly as well, and there is the advantage that
there are many more of them. In lieu of moon or stars,
darkness alone will serve admirably. In the case of a
hasty or careless choice of companion, darkness might very
well be best.

A word, general in the extreme—for de gustibus
R9P. es^ disputandum. would here be pertinent. A horny,
calloused, warty, scaly, palsied, comate, atrophied, or
anesthetic hand is to be avoided, as such detract from
ideal reception and transmission of intelligence. Like
wise a hand from which more than two digits have been
severed makes difficult coherent ’’speech" for lack of
adequate facilities. Long nailed hands are often a
disappointment, as are clammy, pudgy, or maladroit ones.
Observe that a maid of spritely figure and tripping speech
most often possesses those hands most comely and communi
cative. Choose accordingly.
Let us suppose that you are in possession of the
two essentials--girl and a diminution of light. For
those fragrant summer evenings no more is requisite; for
1®SS favorable occasions more properties are advisable,
if not absolutely necessary. In proper surroundings
even a bitter evening may be made pleasant and informative;
spring and autumn may be made to yield even sweeter mo
ments. Firelight is usually a match for any moon; and
deep couches come very nearly to the invigorating com
fort of a well proportioned rock or grassy sward, or even
the yielding plank of a bench. And so as you can see,
locale really is of little importance, for mere sensual
comfort will readily surrender to interest in the subject
matter. In fact all suggestions of method herein offered
are meant to be taken only as suggestions and ought not.
to be slavishly followed. I should be proud to have this
couple or that triple pointed out as being a product of
■the B________ method of strategy but heartily disappointed
in human resourcefulness if I were to be the direct in
strument, though vicariously--pinch for pat--of any such
unions.
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For our purposes the hand is made up of three
distinct parts, each part specialist in its function.
There are the fingers, of various shapes and degrees of
sensitivity, to which the active transmission is intrusted.
The palm, obverse and reverse, is the delicate receptor.
Into its broad surface may be pressed the hopes and pas-'
sions of ardent love, or even sharp reproach or anger.
Its heat, too, can tell much—the heat of ecstacy, the
cold of indifference, or of a chilly night. Though I am
quite cognizant that the third member, the wrist, is not
properly a part of the hand at all, I shall so consider
it; for its function is at least partially that of the
palm and so might be considered an elongation of the
second member. But it too has a peculiar function, whose
characteristic is the pulse, the thrill of whose quicken
ing throbs against the first and second fingers of either
or both hands is generally overlooked by thoughtless
"tourists”. Then, too, with one’s fingers on the heart
of things, as it were, a sure meter of mental reactions
is always present to warn or reassure.
Years of experience have taught me that though
Pressure with eight fingers: That lunar phenomenon has
entertained the genus for centuries; yet I
confess that even jocular attribution to the
moon of human occupancy has ever seemed pre
posterous.
Pressure with nine ‘fingers: Ah, say, be human. What
are you waiting for anyway?
Pressure with ten fingers: The ninth finger I
Having run the gamut of these manipulations, one
may repeat them if sufficient interest survives. If not
one may progress to anything else which does command.
interest, a consideration not within the scope of this
paper.
Believing that native ingenuity would carry the
student on from these vague, passionless glimpses of a
broad field, I had intended leaving the subject at this
point. Now I realize that such an abrupt conclusion
might leave the student with an impression that the art
is one to be wooed only under the encouraging mantle of
Night. This would be misleading in the extreme. Night
has charms; but Day is not necessarily an interlude be
tween nocturnal excursions.

With the foregoing in mind, let us take as com
panion a charming person of adventurous mood, and, on
an afternoon busy with the small talk of tiny things,
saunter to woody places. Her hand in yours on the way
makes of two one pair of eyes, one exclamation of deligh •
There is a lovely place just a bit further on,.with a
grassy plot dappled with shade and light, sloping to a
brisk little brook of purest water. Do your puppies pa
Lave them in the chill stream,—I’ll wait for you,
e
stretch out on the warm, fragrant turf, recumbent, gaz g
to the lofty canopy, thoroughfare of squirrels an
that defy our prosaic laws of gravitation. But yo
,
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hand in hand, night soar there and beyond if you will,
I shall remain below waiting your pleasure, for my
is to° heayy to accompany you, unpaired third
that I am.

How soon your return! very likely the sand
in your shoes retarded the flight. No matter -—you
do astonishingly well for beginners. But I shall
finally leave you now to your own resources (and I
am confident you have a considerable sunciy), or I
may overstay my welcome. Now that the rudiments of
the art are recognized, independent investigation is
much more valuable than meticulous instruction. Need
less to say that investigation is best done in dualary
confinement; hence my precipitous departure.
A final word—of warning: if lonely, do not
be tempted to hold your own hand. That is regarded as
a positive sign of incipient insanity.

WORDS
These words had come from nowhere.

They were horrible, snakey and

They slithered through
The sunlight of my mind, carving caves

Of horror inside me.
Something numb, and cold, and lifeless, heavy.

They were words.
It was the death of beauty-Murdered by a cold, grey hand.

—Ann Clements

YOUTH

Of steel
And blood and tears
We made a life alone;
We stand a band of iron youth,
To rust.
—E. Thornton
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Mary Jane Konnld
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We were feeling more or less sentiment el, and, as one
might expect, the conversation turned heavenward.
’’See that star over there?” he asked, taking my
hsnd in his.
I surveyed a sky that to my eyes was merely
distant and hazy. ”Uh huh”, I murmured dreamily. A little
white lie is sometimes necessary.

He gave me an amused, affectionate glance.
I bet you can’t tell me where the big dipper is.”

plight.

”Aw,

”1 can, too.” I asserted. He didn’t know of my
He was just making conversation.

’’’Where?”
’’Over there.” I waved my hand vaguely to the
right, taking in quite a portion of the sky.
”No.” He sounded disgusted.
indicated a spot far to the left.

’’There it is.”

He

Quite suddenly my glamor became a little dull
around the edges.

And so it goes. At any moment I may have to
summon forth every ounce of ingenuity to save my face.
For instance, I am stumped when a carful of boys rattle
past, honking and waving, to decide whether they are a
bunch of ’’fresh things" to be icily ignored, or some of
the old gang, who would wonder why I was so "stuck up”.
In a case like that, what is a girl to do?
One morning, after spending a short time in New
York’s downtown shopping section, I boarded a subway for
home. The glasses, as usual, were having their "rest”;
but I was familiar with the appearance of my car--its
special personality, perhaps—and I boarded blithly. Of
course I couldn’t read the signs, but I counted the stops
until we came to mine. I got out and went up the street.
Strangely enough, the buildings were unfamiliar, and the
only people I could see were colored. Not a white man
in the place.
And there I was. I had my glamor, but of what
use was it to me—in Harlem?
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Evelyn Heald

’’Please, Mother,, can’t I keep it?’’ Patty plead
ed and hugged the dirty, yellow pup against her thin
little body,
’’But darling, it is such a homely, dirty mongrel
thing.” Fanny eyed the dog over the top of her magazine.
The child held it about the middle s.o that its legs hung
down and its front feet lay limn over her arm. It looked
at Fanny with large, wistful eyes. But Fanny didn’t,
see the wistful look. She saw the black ring around its
left eye that gave it such a silly expression, and the
mud and grime caked on its tawny fur, rubbing against
Patty’s clean blue frock. And its bones that looked as
if they would break through the skin if it breathed just
a little harder. It was about as thin as Patty she
thought; the idea stirred an unpleasant feeling in her
mind.
She laid her magazine down on the couch beside her;
putting her arm around Patty, she drew the child with the
dog to her.

She worried about Patty sometimes. Ever since
that time a year ago when she’d been so sick, she’d gone
about quietly, her large, solemn eyes grown larger and
more solemn in her pale, thin face, and the things she
said were somehow not the things a six year old child
should say. Fanny usually dismissed it by remembering
that her only child probably took after her grandfather.
He’d always been so serious, so much more serious than
she or Peter’d ever been.
But lately it was getting more
noticeable. And when Fanny had time to think about things
at all, it worried her a bit. Not that there was anything
she could do, she tried to silence the unpleasant feeling
that crept into her mind. Patty had all the attention
and care money could give.
From the time she was born
Nana had taken care of her; Nana, the nurse, who knew
all about children from the latest and most painstakingly
prepared diet to what authorities considered the proper
toys for them. Nana was starched and spotless and she
ran the nursery to suit herself; but Fanny had often
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been thankful for her. She herself had so little time to
give her child, and then she knew so little about children.
Nana was a jewel but Nana wouldn’t approve of the dog.
Fanny could picture her throwing up her hands in a help
less gesture, standing a bit straighter if that were
possible. Nana didn’t approve of dogs; she’d be horri
fied at this one. And Fanny thought she was probably
right. There were so many other playthings for a child
who could have anything money could buy. But if she’d
really set her heart on a dog, why not get her a scotty or
a silky cocker spaniel. They were much more suitable for
a rich little girl than a dirty mongrel she had nicked un,
heaven only knows where.
’’Patty, if you want a dog so much, let’s tell
Daddy and he’ll buy you a beautiful one that won’t be
dirty and poor and so silly looking.”

Patty hugged the pup closer.
"But, Mother, I want this one, He’s all mine.
I found him. I don’t want any other one. I want you,
don’t I puppy?” and she bent her head and laid her cheek
against the dog. It blinked its eyes and looked at Fanny
as wistfully as before.
"But, darling, I’m afraid you can’t have it."
Fanny stroked her daughter’s blond hair. Patty’s lips
quivered ever so little. Fanny was startled. She hadn’t
supposed the dog meant so much to the child* A little
girl with everything in the world wanting a stray pup.
Suddenly she wished She understood her daughter better.
And then Fanny noticed the wistful look in the dog’s eyes*
It was almost as if he were pleading with her; as if he
understood the little girl better than she did*

She drew the child closer, kissed her.
"I'll tell you what, Patty. Henry should be out
working in the garden. You take the puppy out there and
ask him to wash it for you. Then we’ll see about it later*"
Patty slipped her arm shyly about her Mother’s
neck, gave her a hurried peck on the cheek. Almost as if
she were afraid of me, or as if we were strangers, Fanny
thought *

"Be careful of your dress, darling* Nana will be
cross if you get it dirty—she tries so hard to keep you
clean.’’
The little girl lugged the dangling nuppy out of
the room, Fanny watched her. "I’ll have to get better
acquainted with my own daughter’, she thought, "It seems
almost as if she belonged to Nana, yet she couldn’t belong
to Nana because I don’t believe she likes Nana* Funny I
never thought of that before*" She picked up her magazine,
found the place where she had been reading. "I’ll have to
see about that tomorrow. Nana and the puppy, tomorrow".

But she forgot all about them both before long
because Peter came in early that evening and they had
another one of their quarrels. It had been going on for
about a year now; it was getting worse.

Mostly they quarreled over little things. They
came in late from a party somewhere and quarreled because
Peter had wanted to leave before Fanny had. They quarrel
ed over bridge scores and invitations and the smear of red
lipstick Fanny wore. neter would raise his voice and
bang a door or two; Fanny’s eyes would blaze and she
would cry after him ’,T>eter Hewett, if you’d think of anyone
but yourself, you wouldn’t say those things,” And some
times after he was gone she’d tiptoe into the nursery and
look down at her child lying with one hand under her cheek,
her damp blond curls pushed back from her forehead. Once
it seemed to Fanny the child was only pretending to be
asleep. It worried her a little that she might have heard.
She went back to her room and finished undressing. When
she came in again Patty’s breathing was soft and regular.
She decided she was only imagining things and forgot about
it.

But more often after she had quarreled with Peter
she was in too much of a rage to think of Patty. She’d go
to bed turning over in her mind all the things he’d said,
the insulting things, building up her resentment against
him. It was so easy to quarrel with Peter these days.
Even if she tried not to, the situation seemed to get be
yond her control. There was that unpleasant feeling that
crent in when she thought about Patty’s pale lifelessness;
it some how made her feel more like quarreling with anyone,
even with Peter. Sometimes when she wasn’t angry with
him it frightened her that they should quarrel so, and
over such little things.'

It wasn’t a little quarrel they had that night,
Peter came home and told her they were going out to a
house party at the Coopers *.
’’But Peter”, she protested, ”We*ve accepted an
invitation to Mary’s for dinner Friday, and you know very
well we are supposed to go to Bateman’s dance Saturday.”

”To hell with the Batemans," he roared. "Cancel
it. Tell them we can’t come. Anything.’ But we’ve got
to go to Coopers’, Fanny. I’ve been trying to swing that
deal with Cooper and this is the chance of a lifetime.
I can’t pass it up. I won’t pass it up, do you hear?"

Peter raised his voice louder than usual; Fanny
fairly screamed back at him. "All right, Peter. I’ll
go this time. But I won’t go again. And that’s final.
Final, do you hear?"
"That’s fine with me J" he shouted. I’m getting
just about fed up on this anyway,"and he slammed out of
the room.
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Fanny sat down, lit a cigarette. She felt dazed.
Her face in the mirror didn’t look like her own face at
all. Peter had said he was getting fed up on this. She
ground the cigarette in the silver ashtray. Well, so was
she ’

Peter was laughing a little too loudly and play
ing a bad game of bridge. Fanny avoided his eyes as much
as she could without making it noticeable. It'was
Saturday night. She and Peter had driven out Friday
afternoon. They’d both been quiet, strained, talking only
when it was necessary. neter’d scent Friday evening with
John Cooper and a Hr. Blackman who represented "Something
and Something Inc.’’ Fanny didn’t bother to remember the
name. If it meant more to Peter than she did, he could
have the whole company. Mr. Blackman was a heavy-set,
bald man who looked as if he’d scent very little of his
life outside his office door. Peter’d probably look like
that some day she decided. Not that Peter ever would
really; he’d be a tall, dignified, grey haired man. But
it gave her some fleeting satisfaction to tell herself so.

Saturday morning he had gone with Cooper and
Blackman .for some gold at the club--Peter tall and serious
looking. It flashed through Fanny’s mind that Peter’s
eyes were more like "Patty’s had been when she begged for
that terrible dog. Maybe he was sorry he’d spoken so
crossly, maybe he’d tell her so. But he put his golf clubs
in the car and sat in the driver’s seat while he waited
for the two men to come out of the house. Fanny picked
up a magazine and rocked back and forth in the comfortable
porch chair, anger burning in her. If he were sorry he’d
had time to tell her so. • He wasn’t sorry. He was so
engrossed in that stupid business deal he wasn’t even
thinking about her. Well, she’d show him! She lit a
♦
and sa^ rocking on the shady porch, her magazine
folded in her hand.
<*i ++
/>The breeze stirring lightly in the willows,
riuttered the long, drooping leaves, brought her the faint
scent of June roses that bloomed around the house. A
bird hovered over a stalk of deep blue delphinium
door. Fanny looked over her magazine at
oha 4-^0 uiUr
blue flowers. Annoying sound it made,
_'
ought. Just then Jane Cooner came out with a tray
raonade in tall frosty glasses. Fanny nut down her
magazine and glanced toward the car where the men were
a«
« storing their golf clubs and discussing the game
s seriously as if it really mattered. She turned back
4 s5iled* Jane was saying, "I thought maybe we’d
. .
swim after lunch and then run into town for a
hut
like that. The Randals are coming tonight
VOn 1
here until after nine, Nancy said.
They’ll leave home after dinner.”
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Fanny had a mental picture of the Randals. Why
anyone would want to invite them for a weekend was more
than she knew. Fat Nancy with her continuous chatter
about her children and her household problems, and that
stupid Jim who couldn’t talk about anything lighter than
the economic condition of the country or the latest crisis
in Europe. She was tired of crises, tired of Nancy’s
chatter, and she didn’t know anything about economics.
And she was tired of PeterJ The casual way he said "Ready
fellows?” as if nothing in the world was wrong, and then
slammed the car door. She watched the car glide down the
drive, out to the highway, until it was lost from view
in the trees. She turned to Jane and smiled. "I’d love
that.” Not that she would, of course, but one had to
say what was expected of one.

Jane stretched out in a bright steamer chair
and reached for a glass.
"I’m so glad you and Peter could come," she purred.
"You get along so beautifully, don’t you? Peter is such
a dear. Tell me, Fanny, how is that slim big-eyed
daughter of yours?"

"Fine, Jane, She seems to be rather frail but
the doctor says there’s nothing wrong with her. And Nana
takes good care of her. She got an absurd notion the
other day she wanted a pup she nicked up somewhere. But
I told Nana to be sure and get rid of it. If she still
wants one we’ll get her a good dog, though Nana and I
both object to a dog around. She’s a strange little
thing.”

And now she was sitting here with Peter and the
Coopers at a bridge table while they waited for the Randals.
Peter used to dislike them as heartily as she, she remem
bered, but she didn’t know how he felt about anything any
more. And he was playing such a terrible game of bridge,
just as if he didn’t care, l/hat was the matter with
Peter anyway? Maybe he couldn’t swing the deal. And
Peter wanted it so badly. Well, who cared 1 Not she.
Why should she when she was leaving Peter. She glanced
up suddenly from her cards. Jane was looking at her.
She looked away quickly, Fanny felt uncomfortabld.

The radio blared swing music. John got up to
turn it down a bit. As he passed his wife’s chair he
patted her shoulder affectionately. She looked up at him.
Fanny glanced at Peter and looked away sharply.
"’That do you bid, Peter?" neter hesitated.
Suddenly the telephone rang. John put down his cards and
got up to answer it.
"Maybe it’s Jim saying he can’t come after all."
He picked up the phone, "Hello.—Yes, this is Coopers...
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---- 'kr; Hewett? Yes, he’s here. Just a minute, I’ll let
you talk to him.1' He held out the phone. "Peter, your
house, I think. Hope nothing’s wrong;"

Peter took the phone. Fanny watched him, annoyed.
If it is Nana wanting to know anything about the house or
the baby why didn’t she call me instead of Peter.
"Hello. Nana? ---- Yes, this is Mr. Hewett.-----Yes.---- WhatSuddenly there was a change in Peter’s
voice. He was standing with his back to her, but she knew
just how his face looked--a little pale and drawn about
the mouth, and his eyes would be dark as if a shadow had
suddenly nassed over them. Something was wrong—terribly
wrong.

Peter’s voice went on. "Yes, Nana.---- Yesterday?
Why didn’t you call me before? Look Nana, we’ll be right
in---- an hour probably. As fast as we can." There was a
pause. Fanny was at his side, shaking his arm. "Peter
what’s the natter, Peter, is it Patty?" He was speaking
again, his voice controlled, stiff with a forced calm.
"All right Nana. Is that all he said?" Another pause.
Jane stood close to Fanny. "Well, but how is she now?
---- I see. We’ll be right in. All right Nana. Good-bye."

He set the ohone down and turned slowly to Fanny.
He took her firmly by the shoulders. "Fanny, old girl,
the kid’s nretty sick;"
Her face was white.

"How sick, Peter?"

"Nana first called the doctor yesterday morning;
she didn’t think it was necessary to call us then. But
she had him in again this evening. He doesn’t seem to
know what’s wrong, but he said to tell us she is a very
sick child."
"Oh God, Peter,"

on me."

"Steady now Fanny, steady.

You can’t go to pieces

She brushed the back of her hand over her eyes.
■°eter took her arm.

"I’ll be all right.

Peter, we’ve got to hurry."

Afterwards, whenever she thought of that night,
she shivered. There were brief good-byes; Jane stood in
the door-way and waved to them. "Fanny let me know if
there is anything I can do. And be sure and let us know
how she is.

It had seemed like hours that Peter set there,
grim faced, his eyes intent upon the road except now and
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then when he glanced down at the speedometer. Fanny
sat as silently beside him, her hands clutching hur
nurse as if it wore necessary to clutch something, her
eyes on the dark shanes of trees, of low hills that flew
cast; of lights in scattered houses along the way, then
more lights as they drew nearer the city, and miles of
traffic. Peter swore under his breath every tine they
had to slow up. Once ho swerved to avoid a car; Fanny
crossed her hand against her mouth, caught the handle
of the door. ’’Then she looked at Peter his face was
white. He shoved hi3 hat back and wined his hand across
his damn forehead.
The big house was still; light flooded through
the hall, slits of light slinned through the blinds in
the west windows--Patty’s windows. Peter swung the car
into the drive and stopped. He was out in a moment,
helning Fanny out, and they were hurrying up the steos.
She pulled her gloves off as she went, threw them with
her purse on the hall table. Nana met them at the top
of the stairs. Nana was haggard looking, her brown
grey hair drawn straight back from her tired face, her
white uniform mussed; Nana who was usually so neat.

Peter stopned.

"How is she?"

Nana’s voice was hushed. "She’s been delirious
for several hours," Fanny didn’t ston to hear anything
nore. She brushed cast them, into the nursery,
Patty was lying on mussed white sheets, her thin
little face flushed with the fever, her damp blond hair
curling around her forehead. As Fanny bent over the
bed, she stirred, her lips moved slowly. Fanny touched
the hot forehead tenderly with her cool fingers, brush
ing back the damn curls, Patty moved restlessly, opened
her eyes.

"Patty," Fanny whispered. Peter tintoed into
the room and around to the other side of the bed. Patty’s
lies moved again. They bent closer over her,

"Punny, where are you nunny?" natty whinnered
softly, tossing her head on the nillow, Fanny looked
up, met Peter’s anxious glance. Quietly, on tintoe, he
drew un a comfortable chair for her beside the bed,
"Where’s the doctor?"

"He was here until just a few minutes before
we came, Sone case he had to see; he said he’d be back
in about a half hour."
"Isn’t there something we can do, Peter?" It
seems awful, seeing her like that and not being able to
heln her. She’s so little, Peter, so helpless,"
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’’’Ze’ll just have to wait, Fanny. The doctor
says there’s nothing except what Nana is doing.” Fanny
rested her elbow on the am of the chair, her nead in
her hand.

■^eter went quietly out of the room a minute to
talk to Nana..Presently he cane back, drew un a chair
beside Fanny’s. In silence they watched the child on
the bed. There was only a small light in the room, a
little blue one with a procession of quaintly gowned
little ladies tripling around the edge of its shade.
Shadows lay softly in the corners, fell on the dainty
doll bed and the exquisite French doll, on the little
table set with a delicate blue tea set, on the soft
blue draperies and the rich blue rug, and the fevered
child on the white bed. On the table by Fanny’s chair
were several bottles, a spoon, a glass, a thermometer.
Fanny picked up one of the bottles and read the label;
'■’Patty Hewett, one teaspoon every two hours.” She
wondered what it was for. Nana would know. It ran through
her mind that Nana knew nore about her child than she
had ever known. It wasn’t a pleasant feeling somehow.
She’d never thought of it that way before. She wondered
if Peter had thought of it.

But she didn’t ask him. Patty stirred and they
leaned closer, "Please, Nana, don’t take it away.
Please don’t.” There was a short silence as if she
night be listening to an explanation. Then, ’’But,
Nana, it’s nine. Look at it, Nana. See how it holds
that funny little ear straight up and lets the other
flop. Look, Nana, it’s saying, ’Oh, please Miss Nana,
may I stay with Patty?’-------- Puppy, ny Mother and Daddy
are fighting again. I can hear them all the time, even
when they think I’m asleep.- -------- Oh, punpy, puppy,
you’re so nice even if you are dirty and skinny. And
you haven’t any hone, have you? Nobody to love you and
take care of you. But I’ll take care of you-. Yes, I
will. And I’ll love you, nunny. My Mommy and Daddy
fight so they don’t love me very much but you will,
won’t you?---------- Oh, Nana, look at the way he slips his
cold little nose un against ny neck. Isn’t ho cute?-------Oh, puppy, puppy, I can’t find you any more,” The
mutterings trailed off into silence. Fanny sat un straight
and looked at Peter. There was an odd light glowing in
his eyes, as if he had suddenly found something he’d
been searching for. He didn’t say anything, he just
looked at her and then at the child on the bed, and after
a moment he slipped his hand over hers. Oh, Peter, Peter,
She laid her other hand on ton of his. The little girl
turned over. "Punny, nunny,” she whimpered.
Fanns' heard a car stoo in front of the house,
the front door onened, there were voices in the hall
talking in lowered tones, and in a ninute the doctor
and Nana cane, in. He sookc to the narents and bent
over his aatient, took her nulse, consulted with Nana
in hurried tones, Peter and Fanny stood at the foot
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of the bed and looked on. Patty stirred and whinnered.
The doctor f .'owned, rubbed his hands.
’’She’s a very,
very sick little girl.4 Fanny grinned the bod. The
doctor turned to then.
”Mrs. Hewett, what is this dog
the child keens talking about?”
”It must be that stray pup she picked up
somewhere. I told Hana to get rid of it. It was such
a homely, awful thing. I didn’t dream it meant so much
to her.”

"There is it now?”
Hana was smoothing Patty’s nillow. ’’Why,
Henry took it down on the other side of town and turned
it loose.”

’’’/here the other side of town?”
’’Somewhere along Fifty Street.”

’’You’re absolutely sure?”

Peter questioned.

’’Absolutely, Mr. Hewett. I had him take it
when he loft Friday night and he told me about it the
next morning. He thought nrobably someone would nick
it un.”
The doctor turned to Peter. ’’Get it, Mr.
Hewett. No matter whit you hive to do, get that oup,
and get it as soon as you nossibly can.” He took off
his eye glasses and gestured with them for emphasis.
”It nay be the only thing that will save her.”

’’The dog nound,” muttered Peter
half to himself.
"That’s about
my only chance to find it." He
pressed Fanny’s arm. ”1’11 do
my very best. I’ll get it,
Fanny.”
Fanny sat by the bed, hardly
taking her eyes off Patty.
Her head ached and she was tired,
deathly tired, but she couldn’t
have sleet even though Hana
urged her to. It had been two
hours since Peter’d left. He
should be coming anytime now.
It surely shouldn’t take him
longer than that to get a dog
out of the dog pound. It
3uemed funny that her little
girl, who had everything in
_ .
the world money could buy,
was ljjing at death’s door because she needed something
the city hud taken to destroy because it didn’t belong
to anyone. If the. dog was in the dog nound. It might
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not be there at all.
ing it?

Then hov. would neter go about find

Nana came in noireleasly to give Patty her
medecine. Fanny watched her and thought :.he should be the
one to give her child the medecine, ohe should be the one
who knew what to do for her. She’d thought she was
giving enough when she hired Nana to take care of her,
when she bought her beautiful toys and dainty clothes and
the services of a famous doctor. And now the child was
calling for something she’d picked up on the streets,
something she’d claimed for her own because no one else
claimed it or seemed to want it. The thought had first
amused and slightly disgusted her. Now she only wondered
a little at the strangeness of it, and wished that peter
would hurry. Another half hour drgged by. What on earth
was keeping him? Ha:d something happened? Maybe in his
rush he’d had an accident. Oh God.

She got up and walked to the window. Lifting
the blinds, she pressed her forehead for a moment against
the cool pane and looked out. Lights twinkled peacefully
over the town, a few stars twinkled back at them. Cars
passed in the street below but none turned into the drive.
Far over a hill a beacon flashed red, then white, then
red again. She lowered the blind and went back to her
chair. It was more likely that Peter was having trouble
getting the dog. Suddenly it occured to her they might
have killed the puppy already. Oh, that couldn't bet
Peter had to gut it.' If there was a God and He was good
and just, He couldn’t let anything happen to that pup!
Oh, please bring Peter back soon—Peter with the puppy I
But if ip had been killed, what would they do then? What
could they do?

Patty tossed restlessly, murmuring, sometimes
crying; then she’d seem to sleep for awhile and Fanny
would bend over her, anxiously watching her faint breath
ing. It would be so easy for that breath to stop alto
gether. Peter, for God’s sake, hurry!
It was nearly two when she heard a car in the
drive. She ran to the top of the stairs. Peter was just
coming in the door, the pup tuckud under his arm. All
Fanny could see was the comical face with the black ring
around the left eye, and the right ear cocked at a
comical angle, it didn’t look silly any more; Fanny
thought it looked almost beautiful.

Peter hurried up the stairs. "Thank God you’ve
come, Peter,” she whispered as she took the pup in her
arms.
"Is she all right? Peter sounded as if he hardly
dared ask the quustion.
"About the same, Peter.
never come’”

I thought you would
°
J

45.
Petty stirred slightly in her sleep as they
came into the room. Fanny put the puppy on the bed.
If‘she reached out she could touch it. The puppy lay
a moment where she had put it, looking around as if it
were lost. Then it crawled toward her, sniffing the
covers, until it touched her damp little hand with its
cold nose. She stirred again. The puppy licked her
hand. She moved and opened her eyes slightly, but she
closed them agein and seemed to go back to sleep.
After a minute the puppy crawled closer and licked her
arm. When she didn’t move, it cocked its comical heed,
dropped the right ear and watched her. Then it licked
her arm again, and lay down so that its head rested on
her shoulder just under her chin. Patty opened her
eyes, ever so little. The puppy rubbed its cold nose
against her throat. Patty’s eyes opened wide. She
moved her hand slowly along the covers until she
touched the dog. The puppy lifted its head and looked
at her. She smiled faintly. ’’Puppy,” she whispered.
She looked up at her parents bending over her. They
were smiling. She hugged the dog feebly and smiled ba
back at them.

Patty,”
Dear.”

"We got your nice puppy back agsin for you,
Peter’s voice was gentle.

’’And you can keep it as long as you want it,
Fanny touched her daughter’s forehead.

"My puppy,” whispered Patty. ”My own dear
puppy.” she lay with eyes half open for awhile, look
ing at her dog. Then presently she drifted off to
sleep, one arm clasping the puppy. The flush left her
iace; her breathing was soft and regular. Fanny and
Peter smiled down at her. The nup cocked a tawny ear.

’Comical looking little dickens, isn’t it?
Ana say, Fanny, what a time I had getting it.”
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